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An iridium(III/IV/V) redox series featuring a terminal imido complex with triplet ground state†

Markus Kinauer,† a Martin Diefenbach,b Heiko Bamberger,c Serhiy Demeshko,a *b and Sven Schneider*a

The iridium(III/IV/V) imido redox series [Ir(NtBu)(N(CH2CHP(Bu)2))2]+/0/2+ was synthesized and examined spectroscopically, magnetically, crystallographically and computationally. The monocationic iridium(IV) imido exhibits an electronic doublet ground state with considerable ‘imidy’ character as a result of covalent Ir–NtBu bonding. Reduction gives the neutral imido [Ir(NtBu)(N(CH2CHP(Bu)2))] as the first example of an iridium complex with a triplet ground state. Its reactivity with respect to nitrene transfer to selected electrophiles (CO2) and nucleophiles (PMe3), respectively, is reported.

Introduction

Transient metal oxo (L, M=O) and imido (L, M=NR) species are pivotal intermediates in challenging catalytic oxidation reactions, such as oxo-/nitrene-insertion into unactivated C–H bonds or epoxidation/aziridination of olefins.1 Two mechanisms are generally associated with these reactions, i.e. concerted electrophilic O/NR-group transfer and stepwise radical mechanisms, respectively. In any case, the thermochemical basis for such species to be involved in group transfer reactivity is comparatively weak M–O/NR bonds within the oxo/imido intermediates. The reactivity of such species is therefore often associated with the occupation of M–O/N σ- and/or π-antibonding molecular orbitals (MOs), i.e. expressed by the prevalence of electron rich late transition metal catalysts. These simple considerations are illustrated by the ‘oxo wall’, which was defined by Ballhausen and Gray (B + G) as the border for stable oxo complexes with tetragonal symmetry.2 The B + G MO-model (Scheme 1) indicates that valence electron configurations beyond d5 grow increasingly unstable. Accordingly, well-characterized or even isolable low-valent group 8 oxo/nitride/imido complexes are rare, and group 9 metals are frequently utilized in oxo/nitrene transfer catalysis.3

Despite great efforts, characterization of transient oxo/imido intermediates in catalysis remains challenging and mechanistic rationalization heavily relies on computational support.4 Furthermore, well-characterized examples of terminal oxo/imido/nitride complexes beyond group 8 that could be utilized for synthetic modeling and computational benchmarking are scarce.4 Stabilization of such species can arise from O/N-interaction with Lewis or Brønsted acids.7 Otherwise, synthetic strategies generally rely on low metal coordination numbers (Scheme 1) to host both strongly π-donating ligands and high metal valence electron counts. These considerations are exemplified by pseudo-tetrahedral [Ir4(O)(Mes)]4,5 distorted square-planar [Pt6(O)(LPCN)]4 (LPCN = C5H4CH2P(Bu)2(CH2)2N(CH3)2)6 or linearly coordinated [Ni6(NR)[IPr*]] ([IPr* = 1,3-bis(2,6-bis-(diphenylmethyl)-4-methylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene])7,8 respectively. Isolable group 9 imido complexes are dominated by
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Scheme 1 Qualitative d-orbital splitting of complexes with twofold π-donating ligands (E = O, NR, N) in trigonal-planar (C3v) (a), pseudotetrahedral (C4v) (b), tetragonal (C4h) (c) and square-planar (C2v) (d) ligand fields. Orbitals below the dashed line are non-bonding, and above anti-bonding in character.
Scheme 3  Syntheses of the amido complexes 7 and 8.

Characterization of $[\text{Ir}^{III/IV/V}(\text{NtBu})(\text{PNP})]^{n+}$ (9–11)

The two imide complexes 9 and 10 were characterized crystallographically (Fig. 2). In both cases, the metal ions exhibit

ground state. In continuation of this work, we sought to stabilize an iridium imide by N-substitution. Here, the isolation and characterization of the iridium$[\text{Ir}^{III}(\text{NtBu})(\text{PNP})]^{n+}$ ($n = 0–2$) is reported.

Results and discussion

Syntheses of the imido redox series $[\text{Ir}^{III/IV/V}(\text{NtBu})(\text{PNP})]^{n+}$ ($n = 0, 1, 2$)

Salt metathesis of $[\text{Ir}^{III}(\text{Cl})(\text{PNP})]$ (6) with an excess of lithium tert-butylamide in $\text{H}_2\text{NtBu}$ as solvent gives the green amide complex $[\text{Ir}^{III}(\text{NHtBu})(\text{PNP})]$ (7; Scheme 3).$^{\dagger}$ $^1\text{H}$ NMR spectroscopy indicates near quantitative yields, but the isolation in analytical purity was hampered by the high solubility of 7 and some minor side products. However, in situ oxidation of 7 ($E_{1/2}^{\text{THF}} = -0.8 \text{ V vs. Fe/Fc}^+$) with $\text{AgPF}_6$ affords the blue, diamagnetic, square-planar iridium(III) amide complex $[\text{Ir}^{III}(\text{NHtBu})(\text{PNP})]\text{PF}_6$ (8) in analytical purity (Scheme 3).$^{\dagger}$

All attempts to obtain an iridium(III) imide by deprotonation of 8 resulted in intractable mixtures of several products. Therefore, an iridium(III) imide was targeted.$^8$ In fact, the violet imide complex $[\text{Ir}(\text{NtBu})(\text{PNP})]\text{CF}_3\text{CO}_2$ (9) can be isolated directly from 6 in a one-pot synthesis that couples amide deprotonation with oxidation (Scheme 4). In situ generation of 7 with $\text{LiNHtBu}$ (2.7 eq.) and subsequent addition of excess $\text{AgO}_2\text{CCF}_3$ (4.2 eq.) gave the best isolated yields in 9 (57%). Interestingly, the characterization of 9 by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in THF shows both reversible oxidation ($E_{1/2} = +0.4 \text{ V vs. Fe/Fc}'$) and reduction ($E_{1/2} = \approx -0.9 \text{ V vs. Fe/Fc}'$) at remarkably mild potentials, respectively.$^5,^6$ This observation is in line with the necessity for an excess in oxidant to obtain acceptable yields in 9. However, the mechanism of the $2e^-/1\text{H}^+$ oxidation reaction was not examined in detail.

The neutral imido complex $[\text{Ir}(\text{NtBu})(\text{PNP})]$ (10) was isolated in yields over 60% upon reduction of 9 with cobaltocene (Scheme 4). Complex 10 is sufficiently stable to be handled at room temperature up to $40–50 \text{ °C}$. Even after repeated crystalization some impurities of iridium(III) amide 7 with almost identical solubility could not be fully separated (see below).

The oxidation of 9 with thianthrenium tetrafluoroborate in MeCN at $-30 \text{ °C}$ gives the green dicationic iridium(IV) imide $[\text{Ir}(\text{NtBu})(\text{PNP})][\text{BF}_4]_2$ (11) in 70% isolated yield (Scheme 4). In contrast to 9 and 10, 11 is only soluble in very polar solvents, like acetonitrile or nitrobenzene and decomposes in solution at temperatures above $-10 \text{ °C}$.
approximately square-planar coordination. While the imido moiety in 9 is close to linearity (Ir–N–C: 171.3(3)°), it is more strongly bent in 10 (Ir–N–C: 157.2(2)°). This observation suggests weaker π-bonding for 10 resulting in a shallower imido bending potential. Accordingly, the Ir–NtBu distance of 10 (1.868(2) Å) is longer than in parent 9 (1.805(2) Å). The longer Ir–NtBu bond together with slightly shortened Ir–P bonds (by about 0.04 Å) in 10 indicates considerable covalent effects rather than merely changes in metal ionic radii. Both Ir–NtBu bonds are significantly shorter than in the amidines \([Ir^{III}NH_2][PNP]^{9+}\) \((1.9521(17)\ \text{Å}; \text{Ir}^{III}: 1.900(2) \ \text{Å})\) and longer than in nitride 1 \((1.678(4)\ \text{Å})\).\(^{16}\) Burger’s nitride \((1.646(9)\ \text{Å})\)\(^{17}\) and Bergman’s imide \([\text{Cp}^*\text{Ir}(\text{N}t\text{Bu})] (1.712(7) \ \text{Å})\)\(^9\), which all exhibit Ir=\(N\) triple bonding character. These comparisons support π bonding character intermediate between a single and a triple bond for the Ir–NtBu moiety in 9 and 10, in line with a \((yz)^2(z^2)^2(\pi^*\text{t}/\pi^*\text{e})\text{r}\) electronic configuration \((x = 1 \ (9), 2 \ (10); \text{Scheme 1})\).

Further information about the electronic structures of 9–11 was obtained from spectroscopic characterization. The NMR spectra of dicationic imide 11 at room temperature support a \(C_{2v}\)-symmetric structure with a closed-shell, \((yz)^2(z^2)^2\) ground state like the isoelectronic iridium(\(v\)) nitride 1.\(^{16}\) The sharp \(^{11}B\) and \(^{19}F\) NMR signals of the BF\(_4\)-anions in solution give no indication for fluoride coordination to the metal. Despite the electronic unsaturation, low metal Lewis acidity at the vacant coordination sites presumably results from the filled \(d_z^2\) orbital.

The paramagnetic iridium(\(v\)) imide 9 exhibits a magnetic moment in solution derived by Evans’ method \((\mu_{\text{eff}} = 1.6 \pm 0.2 \ \mu_B\)) close to the spin-only value for \(S = 1/2\). The doublet ground state is confirmed by X-band EPR spectroscopy (see ESI†). A broad, rhombic EPR signal is observed with \(g\) values well below \(g_e\) \((g = [1.709, 1.625, 1.332])\), resembling that of iridium(\(v\)) nitride 2 \((g = [1.862, 1.582, 1.321])\).\(^{14}\) In that case, the unusual \(g\)-anisotropy was rationalized in terms of heavy SOMO/LUMO-mixing due to near degeneracy of the perpendicular M–N π*-MOs and the large spin–orbit coupling (SOC) constant of iridium. The high Ir=\(N\) bond covalency of 2 results in considerable spin delocalization to the nitride (‘non-innocent’ behavior) as substantiated by the rhombic \(^{14}N\) hyperfine interaction (HFI) derived from Davies-ENDOR (electron nuclear double resonance) spectroscopy (\(A^{(14}N) = [-19, +49, -60] \ \text{MHz}\)). In the present case, ENDOR spectroscopy was unsuccessful, presumably due to anisotropic signal broadening. However, the imide nitrogen HFI tensor of 9 could be obtained from electron–electron double resonance detected NMR (ELDOR-NMR) spectra at W-band (Fig. 3) with the \(^{15}N\)-imide isotopologue of 9 \((^{14}N–9)\). The features below 60 MHz in the spectrum at 5.0 T are dominated by contributions from \(^{193}Ir\) and \(^{191}Ir\) \((I = 3/2)\), while the peaks up to 140 MHz can be
assigned to the $^{31}$P HFI as supported by DFT computations (see ESI†). Signals attributable to a high frequency transition of a strongly coupled imido $^{15}$N nucleus could be simulated with the HFI tensor $A^{(15)}N = [+30, +102, -111]$ MHz. The experimental $g$- and $\Lambda$-tensors are sufficiently well reproduced by a computational model (see below). In analogy to iridium(n) nitride 2, the rhombicity of the $\Lambda$-tensor and the vanishing isotropic HFI support the picture of an Ir–NtBu π-radical with cylindrical spin density delocalization around the Ir–N π-bond.

In contrast to the diamagnetic iridium(n) imide 11, no $^{31}$P signal was found for the fully reduced iridium(n) imide 10 and the four $^1$H NMR signals exhibit strongly paramagnetically shifted (+20 to −60 ppm at r.t.), yet relatively sharp ($\Delta \nu_{\text{iso}}$ (CH$_3$) = 29 Hz) signals as compared with 9 ($\Delta \nu_{\text{iso}}$ (CH$_3$) = 65 Hz). Small amounts of 7 (around 4%) are detected by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy despite repeated recrystallization. However, quantification from NMR might be misleading due to the much broader lines of iridium(n). The distinct temperature dependence of the $^1$H NMR chemical shifts of 10 ($\Delta \delta$ up to 26 ppm@173–293 K; Fig. 4) rules out purely temperature independent paramagnetism (TIP) from excited state admixture into a closed-shell ground state, as in case of square-planar osmium(n) complex [OsCl(PNP)]$_{18}$

Furthermore, the non-linear Curie-plot of the $^1$H NMR temperature dependence (Fig. 4) indicate thermal population of more than one accessible electronic state within this temperature range.

The magnetic moment of 10 in solution at r.t. ($\mu_{\text{eff}} = 2.3$ μ$_B$, Evans’ method) is considerably lower than the expected spin-only value for a spin triplet (2.83 μ$_B$) indicating strong orbital contributions. SQUID magnetometry of a powdered sample (0.68 cm$^{-3}$ mol$^{-1}$ K at 2.33 μ$_B$ at 295 K, Fig. 4) confirms the magnetic moment derived by the Evans method, thus ruling out strong solvent effects. On lowering the temperature, the $\chi_M T$ product decreases and below ca. 150 K the $\chi_M T$ curve becomes linear. This low temperature regime of the $\chi_M T$ curve is reminiscent of the magnetic data found for [OsCl(PNP)],$^{18}$ which exhibits large temperature independent paramagnetism (TIP = $1.03 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$) in the range of 2–295 K. Supported by multireference NEVPT2/QDPT computations, this data was rationalized with a triplet electronic ground state that is strongly split due to large spin–orbit coupling, which results in a thermally well separated $m_s = 0$ ground level without magnetic moment. However, in case of 10 the intercept of the $\chi_M T$ curve has a finite value of the magnetic moment. To further elucidate these results, magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) measurements of frozen solution samples in 2-MeTHF were carried out (Fig. 5). The MCD spectral band positions in the visible range resemble the UV/vis spectrum of 10. However, complexes 10 and 7 show strong spectral overlap in this range, while only compound 7 exhibits a broad NIR band at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 1190$ nm (Fig. S12†). In fact, nesting behavior of the MCD intensity, pointing to contributions of a system with appreciable zero-field splitting of the ground state (complex 10), is only observed for the bands in the visible range (inset Fig. 5). In contrast, the NIR MCD band, i.e. characteristic of complex 7, does not show nesting behavior as expected for an isolated Kramers doublet. Hence, the MCD data point to an $S = 1$ electronic ground state of complex 10 and NMR and MCD data both support small levels of impurities of 7. Accordingly, good fits are obtained for the SQUID data of 10 using a Zero-Field-Splitting (ZFS) Spin-Hamiltonian (SH) for a spin triplet ($S = 1$) with $g$ values of ca. 2.0 when considering a paramagnetic impurity (PI) such as 7 ($S = 1/2$) of up to 15% (Fig. 4). Importantly, $D$-values around $+470$ cm$^{-1}$ were consistently obtained, which places the $m_s = 0$ state well below ($\Delta E = D$) $m_s = \pm 1$. This axial ZFS splitting parameter is unusually high, yet in a similar range for the square-planar ruthenium(n) complex [RuCl(PNP)] ($D = 209$ cm$^{-1}$) and related compounds.$^{19,20}$ However, the simple SH-formalism treats the spin–orbit interaction as a perturbation of the spin eigenstates $|S, M_s\rangle$ and should thus be used with caution if ZFS in that range indicates strong mixing of the ground state with excited states through SOC.$^{21}$ In such a case, multi-reference calculations are required to rationalize the electronic structure, which are presented in the next section.

**Computational analysis of [Ir(NtBu)(PNP)]**

The molecular structure of 9 obtained by DFT computations is in excellent agreement with the experimentally derived structure.$^{2}$ The Ir–NtBu multiple bonding character is expressed by the Ir–N Wiberg/Mayer bond indices (WBI/MBI = 1.54/1.67). With reference to nitride 2 (WBI/MBI = 2.07/2.25) the lower values are attributed to weaker donation of the NR$^-$. 

![Fig. 4](4328_Chen_Sci_2018_9_4325-4332_Fig4.jpg)

Fig. 4  Left: $\chi_M T$ vs. $T$ plot of 10 (dots) measured by SQUID magnetometry, fitting curve (red line) for $g = 1.98$, $D = +466$ cm$^{-1}$ and $\Pi = 15.6\%$ ($S = 1/2$); right: $^1$H NMR chemical shifts of 10 in d$_8$-THF as a function of inverse temperature.

![Fig. 5](4328_Chen_Sci_2018_9_4325-4332_Fig5.jpg)

Fig. 5  MCD spectrum of 10 recorded in a 2-MeTHF glass at 1.5 K and 5 T. The inset depicts the MCD intensities at 432 nm and 1190 nm divided by the intensity at 1.5 K and maximum field, respectively, as a function of reduced field at different temperatures as indicated.
vs. N ligand. The experimental g- and A-tensors of 9 (see above) are sufficiently well reproduced by unrestricted (Zeeman corrected) relativistic (ZORA) calculations \( g_{\text{DFT}} = (1.881, 1.708, 1.357) \); \( A^{(1)}N_{\text{DFT}} = [+10, +108, −51] \) MHz. A qualitative representation of the \( \pi \)-type MO-interactions (Fig. 6a) with \( (\pi_1^\pi)(\pi_2^\pi)(yz)(z^2)(\pi_3^\pi) \) occupation resembles the isoelectronic ‘nitridyl’ radical complex 2.\textsuperscript{1a} The computed SOMO (Fig. 6c) exhibits predominantly Ir–NtBu \( \pi \)-antibonding character. Complex 9 has strong nitrogen centered radical character, with a calculated spin density (Fig. 6d) of +80% at the ‘imidyl’ nitrogen atom (2: +51%). This picture suggests a stronger contribution from the \{Ir\textsuperscript{III}–NtBu\} than from the \{Ir\textsuperscript{IV} = NtBu\} Lewis representation, which is in agreement with the smaller Ir–N WBI/MBI and the Ir–N bond elongation compared with 2. Complex 9 is probably best described as an iridium(II) ‘nitrene radical’ complex, containing a one-electron reduced Fischer-type nitrene ligand (RN\textsuperscript{−}).\textsuperscript{6b} Near linearity of the NtBu ligand implies a small energetic spacing of the two \( \pi^\ast\)-MOS, resulting in strong SOMO/LUMO mixing due to the large SOC for this metal, which is expressed in the distinct rhombicities of the g- and A-tensors.

The closed shell ground-state of dicationic imide 11 (and of cationic nitride 1) is in agreement with the picture that evolves from Fig. 6a upon one-electron oxidation. The more intriguing question arises for the nature of reduction product 10. We previously used DFT to compute the electronic structure of the elusive, parent imide 3. Energies of the triplet (T; \( (yz)(z^2)(\pi_1^\pi)(\pi_2^\pi) \) and closed-shell singlet (S; \( (yz)(z^2)(\pi_1^\ast)(\pi_2^\ast) \) states and for an open-shell singlet (OSS) with antiferromagnetically coupled electrons in the \( \pi_1^\ast/\pi_2^\ast \) MOs were all within error precluding a definitive assignment of the ground state multiplicity.\textsuperscript{14} The DFT model of 10 favors the electronic T over the S state by \( \Delta E = −7.2 \) kcal mol\(^{−1}\), but correcting for electron correlation with benchmark coupled-cluster ONIOM computations reduces the S/T gap to below 2 kcal mol\(^{−1}\).\textsuperscript{15} However, the different electronic states of 10 (and of 3) feature distinctly different Ir–N–tBu imide bending angles (\( \theta_{10} = 136^\circ \); \( \theta_{10} = 160^\circ \)). In fact, the T model closely resembles the experimental structure (157.2(2)), while the singlet state computed at this geometry is about \( \Delta E = 12 \) kcal mol\(^{−1}\) higher in energy. Within the simple MO picture (Fig. 6a), stronger bending of this angle reduces the Ir–NtBu \( \pi \)-overlap in one direction thereby stabilizing a \( (\pi_1^\pi)(\pi_2^\pi)(yz)(z^2)(\pi_3^\pi) \) singlet state.

This picture was further refined with multi-reference computations.\textsuperscript{16} Based on the DFT-optimized triplet-state geometry of 10, the energies of the non-relativistic singlet and triplet eigenstates were calculated with NEVPT2 (Fig. 7) and corrected for spin–orbit effects employing quasi-degenerate perturbation theory (QDPT). According to these calculations the triplet lies about 4200 cm\(^{−1}\) below the singlet state (about 12 kcal mol\(^{−1}\), fully consistent with the coupled-cluster results). The triplet root is further split by SOC into an isolated ground-state that is placed about 450 cm\(^{−1}\) below two quasi-degenerate states. This picture supports the SH parametrization model for the experimental susceptibility data, which implies a triplet state that is split by strong axial ZFS (\( D = +466 \) cm\(^{−1}\)) into the \( [1, 0] \) ground and \( [1, 1] \) excited states. Notably, complex 10 is the first isolable iridium compound with a non-low-spin \( S > 1/2 \) ground state.

**Reactivity of [Ir(NtBu)(PNP)]\textsuperscript{2+} (9–11)**

Linear imido ligands generally exhibit electrophilic behavior as a result of the M–NR triple bonding character.\textsuperscript{22} In contrast, Bergman’s closed-shell iridium imide \([\text{Cp}^\ast]\text{Ir(NtBu)}\] shows distinct N-centered nucleophilic reactivity, e.g. with MeI or CO\(_2\).\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, the transient, photochemically generated imide complex \([\text{W}^\text{II}(\text{NPh})(\text{CO})_5]\), which is formally isobologal with square-planar 10, undergoes nitrene transfer with both nucleophiles and electrophiles.\textsuperscript{23} This ambiphilic reactivity was rationalized with a small \( \sigma_1/\sigma_2 \) HOMO/LUMO gap.

![Image 6](https://example.com/image6.png)

**Fig. 6** (a) Schematic MO interaction diagram for the Ir(PNP)\textsuperscript{2+} and nitrene fragments of 9. (b) DFT calculated \( \pi \)-LUMO. (c) \( \pi \)-SOMO. (d) Spin density plot with Mulliken spin density distribution: Ir: +15%, N\textsubscript{tBu}: +80%, N\textsubscript{PNP}: −5%, C\textsubscript{PNP}: −5%.

![Image 7](https://example.com/image7.png)

**Fig. 7** Computed state-energy diagram of 10. Relative energies of the lowest non-relativistic (left) and spin–orbit states (right) in red (cm\(^{−1}\)) and corresponding [S, M\(_S\)] labels in blue.
Reactivity studies of dicationic imide 11 were hampered by its low thermal stability and poor solubility. Clean and solvent independent decay to the cationic nitride 1 and equimolar amounts of isobutene proceeds within a few minutes at r.t. The fate of the eliminated proton could not be clarified. This decomposition route prevented the examination of nitrene group transfer reactivity at elevated temperatures. In contrast, imide 9 is remarkably stable despite considerable N-radical character (see above) and does not react with selected nucleophiles (PMe3), electrophiles (CO2, olefins) or benzylic C–H bonds (toluene), respectively. Reaction with MeMgCl mainly results in reduction to 10.

In comparison with 9, the nitrene moiety of reduced 10 is more reactive as expected from the additional population of an Ir–N π* MO. The enhanced nucleophilicity of 10 is expressed by the selective reactivity under 1 bar of CO2 at -10 °C to the green, diamagnetic complex 12 (Scheme 5). NMR spectra of 12 indicate C2v symmetry in solution. Structural confirmation was obtained by single crystal X-ray diffraction revealing square-pyramidal (τ = 0.182) metal coordination with an oxygen atom of the bidentate carbamylidine ligand in apical position (Fig. 8). This immediate product of CO2 addition rearranges at r.t. in solution and in the solid state to mainly the cyclometalated carbamate complex 13 upon proton transfer to the basic carbamylidine ligand (Scheme 5). The C–H activation product 13 was fully characterized including single crystal X-ray diffraction (Fig. 8).

Interestingly, 10 also undergoes nitrene transfer to PMe3 at r.t. in C6D6 over the course of several days (Scheme 5). Formation of the free phosphoraneimine 2BuN = PMe3 is evidenced by NMR spectroscopy. The Ir(PNP) fragment is trapped by solvent oxidative addition to the previously reported phenyl hydride complex 15 upon proton transfer to the basic carbamylidine ligand (Scheme 5). The C–H activation product 13 was fully characterized including single crystal X-ray diffraction (Fig. 8).

In conclusion, the proton coupled oxidation of metal-bound tert-butylamine provides a versatile nitrene source for the synthesis of iridium imido complexes. The spectroscopic, magnetic, crystallographic and computational characterization of the iridium(w/w/v) imido redox series 9–11 is in line with highly covalent Ir–NtBu bonding as expressed by the simple MO model shown in Fig. 6. The data supports an electronic doublet ground state for 9 with cylindrical delocalization of the spin density perpendicular to the Ir–NtBu bond as a result of SOMO/LUMO mixing through SOC. The reduced, neutral imide 10 is a highly unusual complex well beyond the ‘oxo wall’ with a triplet ground-state, i.e. unprecedented for iridium. It features a (π*1/π*2)2 state with near degeneracy of these orbitals which results in ambiphilic nitrene transfer reactivity with both CO2 and PMe3. In comparison, the chemical inertness of 9 is striking given its ‘imidyl’ radical character. We attribute this finding to stabilizing relativistic contributions by SOC-induced spin delocalization, which moderates the reactivity of this class of electron-rich heavy metal imido complexes.

Fig. 8 Molecular structures of [Ir(µ-κOC(O)xN(tBu))(PNP)] (12, left) and [Ir2O2CNHtBu2]([CH2CM2e2](P(tBu)CHCHNHCHPtBu2)] (13, right), derived by single X-ray diffraction. ORTEP plots with anisotropic displacement parameters set at 50% probability. Solvent molecules and hydrogen atoms except for N–H and C–H2 are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: 12: Ir1–N1 2.021(3), Ir1–N2 2.112(3), Ir1–O1 2.031(2), N2–C11 1.327(4), C11–O2 1.237(4), C11–O1 1.366(4), P1–Ir1–P1# 162.60(3), N1–Ir1–N2 173.5(2), Ir1–N2–C12 143.7(2); 13: Ir1–N1 2.022(4), Ir1–O6 2.098(6), Ir1–O1 2.129(3), Ir1–O2 2.262(3), C21–O1 1.290(5), C21–O2 1.275(5), C21–N2 1.334(6), P1–Ir1–P1# 161.49(5), N1–Ir1–O1 170.2(2), C6–Ir1–O2 155.2(2), C12–N2–C22 127.2(4).

Conclusions

In conclusion, the proton coupled oxidation of metal-bound tert-butylamine provides a versatile nitrene source for the synthesis of iridium imido complexes. The spectroscopic, magnetic, crystallographic and computational characterization of the iridium(w/w/v) imido redox series 9–11 is in line with highly covalent Ir–NtBu bonding as expressed by the simple MO model shown in Fig. 6. The data supports an electronic doublet ground state for 9 with cylindrical delocalization of the spin density perpendicular to the Ir–NtBu bond as a result of SOMO/LUMO mixing through SOC. The reduced, neutral imide 10 is a highly unusual complex well beyond the ‘oxo wall’ with a triplet ground-state, i.e. unprecedented for iridium. It features a (π*1/π*2)2 state with near degeneracy of these orbitals which results in ambiphilic nitrene transfer reactivity with both CO2 and PMe3. In comparison, the chemical inertness of 9 is striking given its ‘imidyl’ radical character. We attribute this finding to stabilizing relativistic contributions by SOC-induced spin delocalization, which moderates the reactivity of this class of electron-rich heavy metal imido complexes.
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